PRIVACY AND DISCLAIMER POLICY

Privacy. We value and respect your personal privacy, so it is important to us for you to understand what happens when you access our Career Website. When you access Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org, which is our Career Website, we may collect information from and about you. Certain information is collected on a voluntary basis only. For instance, we may ask you for information such as your job preferences, how you feel about the site, etc. We may also ask for personal information by specifically requesting it from you and you voluntarily providing it to us, including but not limited to, name, address, e-mail, specialty, preferred phone number and position you are interested in.

We do not sell our users’ personal information or share with third parties who do not have a need to know. We may use the information to inform you of new position opportunities, site enhancements, updates or events. We will also provide you with the opportunity to opt-in to receive these communications which could be by e-mail, direct mail, phone or text messages.

You can also choose to receive additional communications and information including without limitation informational newsletters from Methodist Health System which have articles you may find interesting.

Any information and or feedback you submit becomes our property, and we can use this information and or feedback for our internal purposes. You should be aware that when you voluntarily display or distribute personal information (such as your e-mail address), that information can be collected and used by others. This may result in unsolicited messages from third parties, for which Methodist Health System is not responsible.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OUTLINED IN THIS PRIVACY AND DISCLAIMER POLICY, THEN DO NOT ACCESS JOBS.METHODISTHEALTHSYSTEM.ORG. BY ACCESSING THE JOBS.METHODISTHEALTHSYSTEM.ORG, YOU ARE AGREEING TO ALL OF THE TERMS OUTLINED HEREIN.

What We Collect and Store Automatically. As you browse through the website, read pages, or download information, other than the information you provide, we will gather and store certain information about your visit automatically. This information does not identify you personally. It includes:

- The Internet domain (for example, "xcompany.com" or "yourschool.edu")
and IP address (a number that is automatically assigned to your computer whenever you are surfing the Web) from which you access our website;

- The type of browser and operating system used to access our site;
- The date and time you access our site;
- The pages you visit; and
- If you linked to our website from another one, the address of that website.

We use this information to identify user patterns, identify sources of traffic, and provide statistical feedback to site owners to help them improve response and analytics.

**Links to Other Sites.** Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org has other links on its website. When you link to one of these websites, you are no longer on Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org and are subject to the privacy policy of the new website, and agree to release and hold harmless Methodist Health System and any and all affiliates from any liability and or damage that may occur by accessing other websites from Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org.

**Applications and Resumes.** As a Career Website, you have the option of searching for Methodist Health System or Methodist Health System Affiliate Positions, completing your application and uploading your resume in our database on our applicant tracking system site which is managed by Healthcare Resource, https://www.healthcaresource.com/medhealth/index.cfm?fuseaction=search.categoryList&template=dsp_job_categories.cfm or https://www.healthcaresource.com/methodisthealth/index.cfm?fuseaction=search.categoryList&template=dsp_job_categories.cfm, which gives all parties access to our career database, access to your application, information and resume. We attempt to limit access to our application and resume database only to internal staff such as recruiters, hiring managers, and human resource professionals, as well as required by law, but cannot guarantee that other parties will not gain access to this database. We are not responsible for the use made of applications, information and/or resumes by third parties who access such information while they are in our database.

**Use of Cookies.** Cookies may be used when accessing our career site. Cookies are small text files recorded in a user’s hard drive and are used on many sites to enhance their users’ experience. They cannot damage user files, nor can they read information from a user’s hard drive. By using cookies, we can deliver faster service, consistent, updated results, and a more personalized site experience. Most browsers are initially set to accept cookies. If you prefer, you can set your browser to refuse cookies, however, you may not be able to take full advantage of our site’s functionality.

**Security.** Methodist Health System and those third parties used to enhance our career site have implemented best practices and organizational measures designed to secure your personal information
from accidental loss and from unauthorized access, use, alteration or disclosure. However, we cannot guarantee that unauthorized third parties will never be able to defeat those measures or use your personal information for improper purposes.

**RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS.**

1. **BY ACCESSING JOBS.METHODISTHEALTHSYSTEM.ORG, OUR CAREER WEBSITE AS WELL AS THE THIRD PARTY LINKS THEREIN, YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE TO FULLY WAIVE, RELEASE, AND DISCHARGE METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM AND ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE AFFILIATES, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES, AND EMPLOYEES, (COLLECTIVELY “RELEASEES”), FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LIABILITIES, DAMAGES, LOSSES, OR OTHER EXPENSES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER (COLLECTIVELY “CLAIMS”) ARISING OUT OF OR RESULTING FROM YOUR ACCESS AND USE OF THE CAREER WEBSITE AND LINKS THEREIN, EXPRESSLY INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY CLAIMS ARISING FROM ANY RELEASEE’S OWN NEGLIGENCE. YOU AGREE THAT YOU ARE VOLUNTARILY ACCESSING JOBS.METHODISTHEALTHSYSTEM.ORG, OUR CAREER WEBSITE AND THIRD PARTY LINKS THEREIN AT YOUR OWN RISK;**

2. You agree to indemnify and hold the Releasees harmless from any Claims released under Paragraph 1 above or incurred by the Releasees in defending against any Claims released under Paragraph 1 above. This indemnity obligation shall also include reasonable attorneys’ fees, investigation costs, and other costs and expenses incurred by Releasees with respect to any Claims made against Releasees and whether or not such Claims arise out of any Releasee’s own negligence;

3. You agree that this RELEASE AND HOLD HARMLESS REQUIREMENT will be binding on you and your executors, administrators, personal representatives, heirs, and minor children.

**Disclaimer.** We make no claims, promises or guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of this Career Website, or other sites to which it is linked. We expressly disclaim liability for errors and omissions in the contents of this Career Website or other sites to which it is linked.

No warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory, including but not limited to the warranties of non-infringement of third party rights, title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and freedom from computer virus, is given with respect to the contents of this website or its hyperlinks to other Internet resources.

Reference in this website to any specific commercial products, processes, or services, or the use of any trade, firm or corporation name is for the information and convenience of the public, and does not constitute endorsement, or recommendation.
METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM DOES NOT WARRANT THAT OUR CAREER WEBSITE, THE THIRD PARTY WEBSITES THEREIN AND THE SERVER OR SERVERS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH OUR CAREER WEBSITE AND THE THIRD PARTY WEBSITES THEREIN ARE FREE OF COMPUTER VIRUSES OR OTHER HARMFUL MECHANISMS. IF YOUR USE OF THE WEBSITE OR THE MATERIAL RESULTS IN THE NEED FOR SERVICING OR REPLACING EQUIPMENT OR DATA, METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THOSE COSTS. METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM AND WEB SITE CONTENT ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. ALTHOUGH METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM DOES ITS BEST TO KEEP ALL INFORMATION ACCURATE, SOME INFORMATION ON THE CAREER WEBSITE MAY INCLUDE ERRORS, INACCURACIES, OR OUT-OF-DATE INFORMATION. INFORMATION IS ON AN AS IS AND AVAILABLE BASIS. METHODIST HEALTH SYSTEM MAKES NO WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED ABOUT THE INFORMATION, FUNCTIONALITY, PERFORMANCE, RESULTS OF USAGE, THE ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, COMPLETENESS, OR TIMELINESS OF THE MATERIAL, SERVICES, SOFTWARE, TEXT, GRAPHICS, AND LINKS. YOU ASSUME ALL RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR USE OF OUR CAREER WEBSITE, THE THIRD PARTY LINKS THEREIN AND THE INTERNET. NO INFORMATION PROVIDED ON OUR CAREER WEBSITE OR THIRD PARTY LINKS THEREIN SHALL MODIFY THESE TERMS OF USE OR CREATE ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.

Acceptable Use of the Methodist Health System Career Website. General Rules: Methodist Health System Career Website may be used only for lawful purposes by individuals seeking employment and career information and for Methodist Health System to recruit and share information. You may not use the Career Website to transmit, distribute, store or destroy material (1) in violation of any applicable law or regulation, (2) in a manner that will infringe the patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret or other intellectual property rights of others or violate the privacy, publicity or other personal rights of others, or (3) that is defamatory, obscene, threatening, abusive or hateful.

You will in no way violate or attempt to violate the security of our Career Website and you agree not to engage in any activity that affects the normal operation of the Web Site. You may not use our Career Website in any way that violates local, state, national or international laws, or the terms of use. If you breach the terms of use, Methodist Health System reserves the right at its sole discretion to pursue all of its legal remedies and seek financial compensation.

General. Methodist Health System makes no claims that the Materials may be lawfully viewed or downloaded outside of the United States. Access to the Materials may not be legal by certain persons or in certain countries. If you access the Career Website from outside of the United States, you do so at your own risk and are responsible for compliance with the laws of your jurisdiction. These Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of the State of Texas, without respect to its conflict of laws principles. Jurisdiction for any claims arising under this agreement shall lie exclusively with the state or federal courts within Dallas County, Texas. If any provision of these Terms and Conditions are found to
be invalid by any court having competent jurisdiction, the invalidity of such provision shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions of these Terms and Conditions, which shall remain in full force and effect. No waiver of any term of these Terms and Conditions shall be deemed a further or continuing waiver of such term or any other term. These Terms and Conditions constitute the entire agreement between you and Methodist Health System with respect to the use of Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org and the Career Website. No changes to these Terms and Conditions shall be made except by a revision of this Privacy and Disclaimer Policy. Changes to these terms and Conditions may be made at any time and it is your responsibility to review the Privacy and Disclaimer Policy prior to accessing the Career Website. BY ACCESSING THE CAREER WEBSITE YOU ARE AGREEING TO ALL THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS PRIVACY AND DISCLAIMER POLICY AND AGREE TO BE EXPRESSLY BOUND BY SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

Unsubscribe. We respect your right to privacy and to have the option to control what you receive and how you receive it. So, if you want to be removed and not receive any further communications from Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org, all you need to do is click here to unsubscribe. Put your full name and e-mail address that you entered when you visited Jobs.methodisthealthsystem.org into the body of the e-mail and indicate you want to unsubscribe. We will then remove your name and e-mail from any further communications.